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Abstract—The pervasive presence of smart objects in almost every corner of our everyday life urges the security of such embedded systems to be the point of attention. Memory vulnerabilities in the embedded program code, such as buffer overflow, are the entry point for powerful attack paradigms such as Code-Reuse Attacks (CRAs), in which attackers corrupt systems' execution flow and maliciously alter their behavior. Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) has been proven to be the most promising approach against such kinds of attacks, and in the literature, a wide range of flow monitors are proposed, both hardware-based and software-based. While the former is hardly applicable as they impose design alteration of underlying hardware modules, on the contrary, software solutions are more flexible and also portable to the existing devices. Real-Time Operating Systems (RTOS) and their key role in application development for embedded systems is the main concern regarding the application of the CFI solutions.

This paper discusses the still open challenges and issues regarding the implementation of control-flow integrity policies on operating systems for embedded systems, analyzing the solutions proposed so far in the literature, highlighting possible limits in terms of performance, applicability, and protection coverage, and proposing possible improvement directions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The widespread use of the Internet of Things (IoT) and the social impact of the IoT applications and services, obliges data protection and information security. Due to its heterogeneous nature and complex architecture, IoT infrastructure and the devices operating within, from large servers in the cloud to small edge computing devices, are always facing security and privacy issues. Thus, effective and powerful protection mechanisms are necessary to be implemented in order to guarantee the reliability and safety of operations. Security of IoT can be classified under two main categories: security in isolation and security inside the cloud. Security measures inside the cloud focus more on the IoT infrastructure and the security of its services. Issues like device authentication, secure network access, secure communication, storage, and availability fall into this category, whereas security in isolation targets the solutions designed around the operational safety of devices. Issues like secure boot, secure update, and memory isolation of processes are examples of this category.

Trustworthiness is a key part of achieving higher security for embedded systems. Aspect such as adopted programming language can play an important role. Due to their nature, most of the code written for the embedded devices is in C and C++ [3]. These languages allow better low-level control over the hardware and its resources, such as direct memory management. Operating with such a level of freedom could cause a wide range of security vulnerabilities. For example, out-of-bound memory writes (e.g., buffer overflow) [4] can lead to data corruption on stack or heap, and an adversary can exploit these vulnerabilities in absence of countermeasures to inject malicious content into the memory. Some of these vulnerabilities also enable attackers to corrupt code pointers, which are used as an argument to indirect control-flow instructions. In such exploitations, the attackers redirect the program execution to a portion of code that is already present in the memory (e.g., part of the standard library) instead of directly injecting malware. Randomly in memory, there are short sequences of instructions called gadgets that an adversary can use. By chaining multiple gadgets together, one can force a complete arbitrary execution. This kind of threat is usually referred to as Code-Reuse Attacks (CRA), and well-known exploit paradigms such as Return Oriented Programming (ROP) [50] [20] [23] [48] and Jump Oriented Programming (JOP) [16] [26] are based on such techniques.

Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) is an ideal technique that can be enforced to prevent attacks that alter the program execution flow [8]. CFI enforcement dictates that the program execution should follow a predetermined path following the Control-Flow Graph (CFG). The CFG can be obtained by analyzing the program binary. Several solutions for the CFI have been proposed ranging from hardware-based solutions to pure software implementations. For example, some commercial tools such as the LLVM [5] compiler partially implement security policies introduced by CFI in software. Although the hardware-based solutions are the finest, they lack applicability in most cases. On the contrary, software-based solutions are more portable. Embedded systems nowadays have RTOSs or embedded OSs on board since they help in producing better code by providing the common functionalities needed for application development and reducing the time and effort of the development by hiding away underlying hardware details.
Although the adoption of CFI solutions is increasing among commercial software, the embedded world has not benefited much. Due to resource constraints of embedded platforms, CFI solutions are rare, and performance or applicability costs prevent easy integration.

This paper discusses on challenges that are to be faced when proposing an all-encompassing solution, analyzing issues of the current proposed solution for CFI for embedded operating systems. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides some technical background on Control-Flow Integrity (CFI); Section III analyses in detail CFI solutions proposed for embedded systems, their issues, and challenges to be addressed. Section IV finally concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

Arbitrary Code Execution (ACE) in computer security is the term used to express the attacker’s ability to execute arbitrary programs or code on a target machine. There are different classes of vulnerability [6] [1] [2] that can be used by an adversary to exploit security flaws and accomplish ACE. Memory safety vulnerabilities such as buffer overflow [47] are among the most common ones in the embedded world due to the heavy use of system programming languages like C/C++. Although these languages provide better means of low-level control over hardware resources, especially memory, improper management by programmers can introduce security vulnerabilities [47] [11] [53].

Arbitrary code execution exploits the control over the value of the instruction pointer (also known as Program Counter) of the running program. The instruction pointer points to the next instruction that will be executed, therefore by tampering with the value of IP, attackers can alter the execution and redirect it to malicious code, referred to as payload. Classically, vulnerabilities present in stack [45] allowed the attackers to inject the malicious code including the corrupted instruction pointer in the program’s memory [45]. Due to the adoption of protection mechanisms such as stack canary [29] or Data Execution Prevention (DEP) [52] code injection exploits lost their relevance. For example, in stack canary protection mechanism when a function call takes place, some known values (e.g., a random value) are pushed on top of the stack placed between the return address and the function’s local variables. On the return from the function, these values are checked and if they have been changed, it is considered as an attack resulting in program termination. With these protection mechanisms in place, a new paradigm of attacks emerged, the so-called Code-Reuse Attacks (CRA). In CRA, attackers exploit the program’s code present in the memory, bypassing the protection mechanism (e.g., DEP) and altering the programs’ execution flow for getting a malicious result. For example, Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) [20] [34] [24] [23] [40] is a class of CRA in which short code sequences within the existing binary, referred to as gadgets, ending with ret instructions, are linked together and executed in arbitrary order by exploiting the stack (assuming the return address can point anywhere) to hijack the control flow. By having a relatively large enough codebase, it has been shown that one can link enough gadgets to achieve a meaningful result with Turing-compute capabilities [50] [54]. Other classes of CRA attacks exploit other forms of gadgets like indirect jmp and call to achieve the desired control-flow alteration. Jump-Oriented Programming (JOP) [16] [26] and Call-Oriented Programming (COP) [49] are examples of that. To tackle the CRA exploits, many studies and research have been done and some countermeasures such as Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [14], Shadow Call Stack [55] [35] [27] [19] [18], or heuristic-based approaches like DROP [25].

In the paper [7], the concept of Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) as a general defense technique for control-flow hijacking attacks is introduced. CFI security policy ensures that the program execution flow strictly follows the path of Control-Flow Graph (CFG). The CFG in question can be defined statically through analysis (source-code analysis, binary analysis, or execution profiling) before program execution [8]. CFG represents the control flow of a program by grouping non-jumping instructions which are executed sequentially into basic blocks (the graph nodes), and the branches caused by jump, call, or ret instructions (the graph edges). Subsequently, at runtime, program control-flow transfers (potentially corrupted due to an attack) are checked against the CFI to ensure correct execution flow. Since in most cases it is possible to assume the code stored in Flash memory as immutable, monitoring is only enforced on indirect forms of branching instructions.

Given a CFG, CFI policy enforcements are generally categorized into coarse-grained or fine-grained types. Coarse-grained policies are those who do not strictly follow the CFI due to lack of precision, and they are more like heuristic solutions chasing against most probable cases. The possible aim of such solutions could be tackling the performance overhead. Contrarily, fine-grained solutions comply strictly with the CFI. Thus, fine-grained CFI policies are the only solutions that can guarantee full compliance with the intended program design.

In literature, there are many CFI implementations pursued each focusing on different aspects such as precision, performance, or scalability. There exist software solutions based on binary instrumentation such as label-based binary instrumentation, first proposed by the original CFI paper [7], or Control-Flow Locking [15]. Also, hardware-based solutions tackle the monitoring through hardware with the hope of mitigating the overhead, such as the solution introduced by Sullivan et al. [51] on SPARC LEON 3 processor. In the next section, an analysis will be made of some of the relevant techniques proposed to provide real-time operating systems with CFI protection, and their effective applicability and possible limitations will be discussed, including some suggestions for future studies that aim to find an all-encompassing and improved solution compared to the techniques proposed so far.
III. Current Solutions and Open Issues

To the authors’ best knowledge, current research on the implementation of CFI for embedded and real-time operating systems is poor, especially regarding software-based solutions for commercially available systems. However, some research for commodity operating systems can be taken into consideration as a starting point for application to RTOSs.

An ideal, all-encompassing solution for real-time applications should have these characteristics:

- **Complete CFI coverage**, which is comprised of:
  - Full forward and backward branches protection;
  - Protection of the interrupt context, which is not predictable from the CFG analysis only [44].

- **Uncompromised workload schedulability**: this means having ideally negligible overhead. This is evaluated depending on the specific system and workload. Most embedded platforms running real-time applications are usually resource-constrained, which makes this a significant issue. Overhead should be considered both for performance and code size.

This ideal solution is difficult to achieve because it incurs the trade-off between security and overhead. All proposed solutions at the moment have to compromise on one of them, although to different degrees, while giving priority to the other one. This makes RTOS hardening a still open issue.

Among the solutions providing full forward and backward branch protection, one possibility is RECFISH [56]. In this RTOS-specific solution, a traditional approach to CFI is applied, using static analysis to generate the complete CFG and then instrumenting the binary with label checking. The hardware memory protection functionalities of the ARM platform are employed to isolate a memory region for the shadow stack, which is used to protect backward branches. The system interacts with the shadow stack through supervisor calls that, by triggering a software interrupt, can write to the protected memory in privileged mode. While these mechanisms work at the bare-metal level, OS support is added by making some changes to FreeRTOS [36], a popular open-source RTOS, by modifying the scheduler, task initialization, and task control block. As expected from classical CFI solutions, there is significant overhead from all the extra instructions introduced by the binary instrumentation, with relevant schedulability difficulties. The researchers tested a wide array of workloads and the results were mixed depending on their composition: around 15% of all workloads tested were not schedulable anymore after instrumentation, and a 30% of loss in utilization was measured for the worst cases. As a possible way to mitigate this problem, the researchers propose the idea of marking the tasks that do not allow any user interaction as “safe” and not instrument those, while applying CFI checks only to the “unsafe” ones. In their benchmarks, this has been proven successful, but introduces the new problem of having the developer decide which tasks are safe or not and trust their judgement. Inter-task communication between “safe” and “unsafe” tasks also becomes a problem, along with state persistence among subsequent task executions. Creating a tool able to analyse the tasks and schedule and automatically mark tasks as “safe” or “unsafe” could be a way to significantly reduce the schedulability issue. Also, RECFISH is not completely secure, since it is still vulnerable to attacks to interrupt handlers [44], that operate at the same privilege level of supervisor calls and that can potentially modify the shadow stack memory.

A more secure solution that also involves protection against interrupt attacks can potentially be found looking at non-RTOS-specific research. Several solutions aiming to solve the problem of kernel security in commodity operating systems have been proposed, with approaches that can potentially be considered for embedded OSs as well. Some of them, like KCoFI [30], use coarse-grained CFI, which can be beaten with carefully-crafted attacks [37] [28] [22] [31]. Finding a fine-grained solution was thus made necessary to obtain adequate security guarantees. One proposed solution is FINE-CFI [41]: this approach uses virtualization as a way to protect not only the forward and backward branches through code instrumentation with indexed hooks [42], but the interrupt context as well: Linux KVM [39] handles a protected stack used to store control data whenever an interrupt is called, and check it when going back to the normal operations. This solution still introduces some non-negligible overhead, going from 10% to 20% depending on the benchmark. This is of course a source of issues for task schedulability in real-time situations. Despite the increasing support for KVM on ARM, especially from ARMv8, and even if KVM seems to introduce acceptable latencies for most real-time workloads [10] when compared to the past [12], there is still the problem of KVM being limited to use with Linux. Preempt RT [33] and LITMUSRT [21], respectively a real-time patch and an extension to the stock kernel, can mitigate the latency problem present in the standard Linux kernel. In any case, the issue of the size and of a too-large Trusted Computing Base (TCB) still stands. This is a problem for memory-constrained systems, and translates into a very wide attack surface. An ideal solution would be able to support the adoption of a more lightweight RTOS, like FreeRTOS or RIOT, for use on resource-constrained systems. For those situations, having an embedded specific hypervisor that is not dependent on a single kernel architecture would be preferable.

Despite the advantages, both of the last two works presented cannot appropriately handle the schedulability problem. This issue is instead primarily addressed by TrackOS [46]. TrackOS is a RTOS based on FreeRTOS, that adds CFI monitoring capabilities while prioritizing determinism and workload schedulability. It works by generating a call graph for every regular task through static analysis, and then by scheduling a special “monitoring” task that gets scheduled along with the other ones as part of the workload. The task checks the control stack of each other tasks against their call graph for clues of control flow violations whenever the scheduler executes it. This allows the user to control the overhead introduced by CFI and only schedule the monitoring task in a way that does
not compromise the schedulability of the overall workload, depending on deadlines and their relative importance compared to overall security protection. Even if providing security improvements in a very time-efficient manner, this approach is not a complete solution against control-flow attacks: there is no real control over branching operations, which means that, as long as a task is not switched out by the scheduler, any attack will go on undetected. More, a monitoring task just being a task like the others is also a problem, as it incurs the risk of being starved by a higher-priority task, if any exist. Overall, TrackOS is a perfect example of the trade-off between schedulability and full CFI coverage, achieving the former at the cost of a security loss.

An area of interest is the world of hardware-assisted support for security features, which is becoming more and more common in the embedded world as well. ARM in particular has been working in that direction for the last few years. With the introduction of ARMv8.3, Pointer Authentication (PA) [17] has been added as a hardware-assisted way of securing function pointers by signing them with a unique code that is to be used for authentication before consuming them. This code (called Pointer Authentication Code or PAC) is generated using the QARMA algorithm [13], which takes the pointer, a key, and a modifier to generate a value that will get truncated and inserted in the unused bits of the pointer. This is possible since 64-bit pointers are oversized for the address space they usually refer to, and thus have unused bits. There are 5 different keys that can be used, and the modifier depends on the developer’s choice.

Since the first Qualcomm whitepaper came out in 2017 [38], several applications of PA have been proposed to implement control-flow protection through function pointer authentication instead of using labels. One of them is Camouflage [32], which protects the PA keys by using them through a function contained inside of a memory page that is mapped as a XOM (Execution Only Memory) at the kernel level by the hypervisor, which also controls key use in such a way to avoid exposing them. The modifiers used for the PAC generation differ based on whether they are generated for forward or backward branches. The control-flow protection works by signing the function pointers for forward branches and the stack pointer to protect backward branches and then authenticating them before calling a function or returning from it. This is done through setter and getter inline functions in the first case and function prologues and epilogues in the second one. These work thanks to code instrumentation in a similar fashion to traditional labels, which means that this system is vulnerable to time-of-check-to-time-of-use attacks (TOCTOU) [9], and has no protection from interrupt-based attacks, which could be employed to expose and modify kernel registers, like modifiers or previously authenticated pointers. Additionally, while the risk of pointer-reuse attacks is mitigated through the use of custom modifiers, it is still an unsolved vulnerability. There is also the issue of not respecting ISO C compliance and needing to adapt some C library functions to be able for Camouflage to work. As for the overhead introduced by this system, system call benchmarks denote a performance overhead ranging from 10% to 30%, but the researchers argue that actual user applications are not that system-call intensive, and provide 3 benchmarks with an average of 7% overhead. The system call usage of tasks in a real-time schedule thus can influence heavily the total overhead.

A similar approach is used in PATTER (Pointer AuThenTi- cation for kERnels) [57], which uses static analysis and code instrumentation to protect the kernel by leveraging the security functionalities of PA. The code analysis and instrumentation are applied to the Intermediate Result from the LLVM compilation process of Clang, and once again, custom modifiers are used to try to have unique context identifiers needed to make pointer-reuse attacks more difficult. Here, one can notice that all function pointers in the kernel memory are in the same address range: this means that the address of each one of them can be used as a unique identifier to make pointer-reuse attacks impossible. Compared to the previous work, this one mitigates the risk of TOCTOU attacks by using specific instructions like brlaa and retaa, which implement authentication and branching in a single instruction, guaranteeing the atomicity of the operation. This is unfortunately not possible for function-pointer store and load operations, but the authors argue that this is a non-issue, since they will be authenticated atomically before branching anyway. To get full coverage of the function pointers inside the kernel the static algorithm used by PATTER is not enough, since there are some special cases to consider, like the use of pointer arithmetic, pointers holding physical addresses, and pointers inside of unions. In the considered kernel (Linux), all of these are fairly rare. So, for the first two cases, manual patching is possible, and for the last one a protocol using the 64-bit alignment of pointers as a way to recognize the element type is a working solution. However, there is no guarantee this is the case for all OS kernels, and more robust/structured solutions to the problem would be ideal. Looking at the system call benchmarks, PATTER introduces around 10%-20% performing overhead. Additional testing would be needed to assess the actual impact on normal operation when running user applications.

Both PA-based solutions still result in introducing some overhead, although significantly less compared to other solutions, but only PATTER introduced adequate protection against TOCTOU attacks. The use of atomic instructions would be advisable for Camouflage as well. Also, the adoption of PA introduces new attack vectors, because of pointer substitution. The feasibility and dangerousness of those attacks still have to be adequately evaluated and would be a matter of interest to better frame PA as a security measure.

Table I summarizes the results of the analysis made on the solutions presented, with respect to the individuated metrics of interest: coverage of both backward and forward edges, interrupt awareness, and workload schedulability.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The present paper analysed control-flow integrity solutions designed for embedded systems, focusing on embedded op-
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIZED SOLUTIONS AND THEIR COVERAGE OF THE MAIN ISSUES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>F&amp;B coverage</th>
<th>Int. awareness</th>
<th>Schedulability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RECFISH [56]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Compromised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINE-CFI [41]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compromised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrackOs [46]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Uncompromised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camouflage [32]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATTER [57]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compromised</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The inherent overhead from the authentication, even if limited, could be better to use some different virtualization techniques to be able to adopt lightweight RTOS, thus reducing both bloat and possibly latency. Tools such as Bao [43], an open-source lightweight hypervisor created for embedded platforms with specific consideration for real-time use, could be compelling instruments in that direction. Another interesting area is native hardware extensions, like PA. Having this hardware support for security features could be a very powerful ally when trying to reduce overhead while maintaining strong security guarantees. The inherent overhead from the authentication, even if limited, could still be a problem for real-time applications. In the case of RTOSs selecting tasks in a similar fashion to the optimizations proposed for RECFISH could be a way to reduce the overall delay and maintain better schedulability, by only applying PA to the tasks deemed “unsafe”.
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